Controllable DNA condensation-release induced by simple azaheterocyclic-based metal complexes.
The condensation of DNA is essential for biological processes such as DNA transcription and replication, and its study receives additional impetus from an interest in gene therapy. Although many efficacious condensing agents have been discovered and investigated, little is known about the conversation of condensation-release under suitable conditions. A novel class of DNA condensing agents based on small azaheterocyclic metal-binding molecules has been discovered and described. Both linear and plasmid DNA can be condensed to nanoparticles by the title compounds with 50 °C incubation, especially in the presence of divalent metal ions. Importantly, this condensation may be released to original forms with little or no damage to the DNA under incubation at physiological temperatures. These changes in DNA morphology over time have been analyzed by gel electrophoresis, circular dichroism (CD), and atomic force microscopy (AFM). The present work might help to develop strategies for the design and synthesis of controllable condensing agents, which may also be applied to control gene expression and delivery.